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The J. B Institute of Engineering and Technology hosted an event on “SKILLS REQUIRED TO BE 

READY FOR INDUSTRY” by Mr.G.S. Rao, Managing Director, Accenture India. This program is 

initiated by Dr.P.C. Krishnamachary Principal JBIET, Dr.CH.Sanjay Rameshwar Director JBIET, Mr. 

Yogendar Reddy SAO-JBIET, Dr. Sumagna Patnaik Principal BEC, SAC coordinator Mr. Kishore kumar 

& SAC President Mr.K. TejaRam. 

 

Accenture, a global leader in consulting and professional services, conducted an interactive session at 

BMC Auditorium, JBIET college aimed at light on the crucial skills required for students to be industry-

ready. This comprehensive report captures the essence of the session, landscape of skills discussed. 

 

Key Highlights: 

✓ Strategic skill mapping 

✓ Interactive learning experience 

✓ Professional development 

✓ Industry Trends 

✓ Adaptability 

 

 

Executive summary: 

Accenture’s interactive sessions at JBIET college focused on identifying and cultivating the 

skills that will prepare individual for success. Accenture recommends the integrations of this identified 

skill into the college curriculum. Accenture offered a roadmap for students to their educational journey 

accordingly. Accenture provided a glimpse into current industry trends. An integral part of interactive 

session was the open floor Q&A, allowing participants to directly engage with Accenture Managing 

Director. Through this interactive platform participants identified their strength and areas for growth. This 

session provided students with valuables foresight into the skills that will be in demand in the future job 

market. The session emphasized the importance in the face of change. Accenture’s interactive session 

emphasizes the value of feedback and self-reflection. 

Conclusion: 

Accenture’s interactive session at JBIET college has not provided students with practical insights 

into the skills required for industry readiness. Accenture serves as guiding beacon for JBIET college 

students, offering valuable insights into the skills required to excel in today’s industries. By incorporating 

these recommendations into their academic journey, students can position themselves as agile and ready to 

make significant contributions to the workforce. 
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Felicitating Mr.G.S. Rao, Managing Director Accenture 



 

Interactive session with students of JBIET 
 

Ms.Harshitha 3 rd year AIML department asking question 


